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THE KINGDOM OF ELVES RULES
ACCES TO THE KINGDOM OF ELVES PARC
INVOLVES ACCEPTANCE OF THESE RULES
Located in the heart of a forest, acrobatic height is a
space of fun activity that allows participants to walk
independently between and on the trees. It consists of
activities spread over several courses distinguished
by alphabet letters that define a level of difficulty
Classical courses
- A : Very easy
- B : Easy
- C : Quite difficult
- D : Difficult
Zipper line course
- E : Quite difficult
To allow you to spend a good time at our park, we
remind you that moving in a completely autonomy,
without any assistance, among the trees with many
metres above the ground is a risky activity which
implies the strict respect of certain rules and
recommendations
- You must be in good health physically and mentally,
without any vertigo
- To dress suitable sportswear for these outdoor
activities is highly recommended, especially sports
closed shoes
- You must tie up your hair and avoid all accessories
like scarves, sweaters with hoods, earrings.
- Do not carry any valuable things, like glasses
(except corrective) and all objects that could fall
while you are on the courses
- To use rigorously the personal equipment and
protection provided
- To follow a compulsory training will be provided
even if you have already practiced the activity in
another park
- To observe strictly the safety and handling rules
showed during the training
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Do not hesitate to ask for advice, tell us of any
difficulties encountered and ask for help at any time
By practicing
agree

this

risky

activity

you

- To close the courses in case of bad weather

- To exclude anybody with inappropriate behaviour,
for example, putting himself or others in danger (not
respecting the rules), or people who have no
consideration for the rules and our observations.
If excluded, non refund may be required.
To refuse access to the park for anyone not fulfilling
the physical and mental criteria.
You expressly waive engage any recourse against
our company in case of accident, incident, loss or
damage to personal effects etc... Or, more
generally for any reason
Considering the specific nature of this activity, the

access to the park is restricted to opening hours. It is
for customers who paid the park entry fee for a
maximum time of 2 or 3 hours of activity according the
children age
Allowed children from 2 ½ years and those whose
size is less than 1.30m, they must be accompanied by
a parent on the ground or a major responsibility. This
person must be present at the briefing in which
initiation communicated the safety instructions and
information on the use of materials.
In exceptional cases and after authorization by the
management, these courses may be available to
children whose height is between 1.30m and 1.50m
Groups are under their leader supervision and
responsibility
Participants must be in good physical and mental
health. However, blind people, hearing or mental
impairments can practice under the supervision of an
instructor or an assistant
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Personal protective equipment is provided to each
participant. Each person is equipped by an operator.
Anyone wishing to remove or to wear his harness
must apply to an operator
For reasons of security and to keep the equipment in
good condition, every child has the obligation to
remain in the Kingdom of elves area. If he wants to
move in the park other than in the Kingdom of elves
area, he must ask an operator to remove it the
equipment
To use a material other the one provided by our
facility is not allowed
You must look after your safety. By accessing the
courses you agree
- To stay one child in the activity
- To stay two children on the platform
- Do not jump on the platforms or from platforms to
the ground (low-level courses)
- To read the instructions and descriptions of the
activities
- To respect the equipment we provide you
- Always to wear the helmet during the activity
- To be equipped and unequipped by an operator on
the wood floors suitable for these operations
- To respect the end of the activity time noted on your
badge
Our friends pets kept on a leash are allowed on
the park
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How to identify park supervisors
Summer outfit
Yellow teeshirt « Royaume des arbres »
Winter outfit
Green jacket « le Royaume des arbres »
Personal accident insurance
The Royaume des Arbres has an insurance
responsibility which guarantees protection of all
participants against accidents when we (Royaume
des Arbres) could be responsible.
The person responsible for a child who practice the
activity must ensure that he got a personal liability
insurance
Visitors are welcome on the park. You are allowed
to move freely and you agree
- To be vigilant and caution with regard to possible
falling objects and the surrounding vegetation
- To respect the park rules, the signs and the marked
paths. Don’t cross the security fences
- Do not climb or sit on the courses platforms at a low
height
- Do not interfere with practitioners in moving or
parking near the activities and the zipper lines exits.
It’s forbidden to any person traveling on the park to
cross or sit on the security fences.
The management declines all responsibility in
case of non-compliance with instructions, lost or
stolen in the park.
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